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Motivation

Burnett et al., PNAS. 2018

PM2.5 exposure has become major 
global health concerns related to 
additional causes of death.

noncommunicable diseases 
(NCDs) + lower respiratory 
infections (LRIs)

NCD+LRI hazard ratio predictions 
increased with PM2.5 concentration, 
supralinear association over lower 
exposures and near-linear association at 
higher concentrations exposures  in 
Global Exposure Mortality Model.

Raise concerns about the impacts of 
aerosols and more complex chemistry on 

weather forecast and climate

NOAA’s operational air quality predictions in
NWS contribute to protection of lives and 

health in the US, which requires sustainable 
development and improvement of global 

forecast system for operational aerosol and air 
quality predictions.
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Presentation Notes
 The air pollution either comes from anthropogenic activities (vehicle or industry) or nature sources (e.g. dust storm or volcanic ash), it plays important role in impacting the human beings.  



Chemical Components Coupled with FV3

Meteorologic
al fields (P, T, 
U, V, Q etc.), 

dynamic 
core and 

GFS physics 
package

Aerosols 
direct and 
semi direct 
feedback, 

that impact 
on changing 
meteorologic

al fields

~120 km to ~3km 

Photochemical gas-
phase mechanism 
RACM included to 

determine the impact 
of the additional 

chemical complexity

More sophisticated 
aerosol modules 

include secondary 
organic aerosols (SOA) 

based on the VBS 
approach. 

Simplest aerosol 
modules are from 

GOCART model that 
includes only 

simplified sulfur 
chemistry. 

GOCART
Real-time Forecast

Operational EPA CMAQ
modules with aerosol 

and gas phase 
chemistry included in
global and reginal FV3

Coupled chemistry suites

FV3

In progress

CB06, AERO

NUOPC coupled GSDChem (WRF-Chem-based) for global model NUOPC coupled CMAQ suite for 
NAQFC

RACM-SOA-VBSGOCART-RACM

Atmospheric model 

Chemical 
component of 
GSDChem was 
coupled online with 
FV3GFS, which has 
been placed as an 
ensemble member 
in the GEFS named 
as GEFS-Aerosols
and will  replace the 
current operational 
global aerosol 
prediction NGAC.

Developed at 
GFDL of 
NOAA

Cubed-
sphere grid 
with 6 tiles 
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Chemical component based on WRF-Chem with aerosol modules from GOCART was coupled online with FV3GFS , which has been placed as an ensemble member in the Global Ensemble Forecast System (GEFS) named as GEFS-Aerosols and will  replace the current operational global aerosol prediction NGAC



Aerosols Forecast
 Transport: Grid-scale transport provided by meteorological model FV3 Sub-grid transport 

by PBL and convection in GFS physics. Tracer convective transport and wet scavenging 
are included in Simplified Arakawa-Schubert (SAS) scheme. 

 GOCART Chemistry: simplified parameterization of sulfur/sulfate chemistry, hydrophobic 
and hydrophilic black and organic carbon, a 5-bin sea salt, 5-bin dust, volcanic ash.

 Emission: Global CEDS and HTAP anthropogenic emission. NESDIS Global Biomass 
Burning Emission Product (GBBEPx) with FRP used for fire size and location. Also have 
the 3BEM fires globally based on MODIS observation and replaced by WFABBA for 
North America. 1D cloud model is used to calculate injection heights and plume rise 
emission rates online. MEGAN biogenic emissions. Volcanic ash. 

 Sea-salt and Marine Dimethyl Sulfide: : NASA GEOS-5 GOCART sea salt scheme. 
GOCART monthly values of marine dimethyl sulfide as in Lana et al. (2011)

 Dust: 2 options available; 5 size bins. FENGSHA dust scheme: Empirical model based 
solely on soil type for saltation and used in current NAQFC (Tong et al; Baker et al.); 
AFWA dust scheme : Marticorena and Bergametti scheme provides bulk vertical dust 
flux; size distribution from Kok 2010 (PNAS). 

 Forecast: Meteorological initial conditions from GFS analysis. Chemical tracers are 
cycled for next time initial conditions, except for Ozone from GFS.

 Computation at HERA: ~25km (C384), 64 vertical layers, 7 days forecast
About 2 and half hours, with 264*2 cores



GEFS-Aerosols Source Codes (GSDCHEM v0.9.0)

Documents: 
• https://docs.google.com/document/d/1id9gd-

JnBAdO41ye6PgglIk6RY4XqBqhXqhfJ7Bdgqg/edit
• https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RQuAWrfSTdAk2DQREB44KjH-50F_s-

ZatyFwjCmhsGU/edit

Repository: gerrit:EMC_FV3GFS-GSDCHEM (NCEP VLAB git repository)

Download as: git clone -b ms090 --recursive gerrit:EMC_FV3GFS-GSDCHEM
ms090 (SHA: 6761550)

Includes submodules:
Name Branch/Tag SHA
FMS warsaw_201803-11-gd4937c8 d4937c8
FV3 NEMSfv3gfs_preCCPP_20190506-16-g1235a04 1235a04
GSDCHEM fv3gfs-gsdchem_v0.9.0 9e66aa1
NEMS origin/develop 8248a78
ccpp/
framework

ccpp_transition_to_vlab_master_20190705 063732f

ccpp/
physics

ccpp_transition_to_vlab_master_20190705 243abfc
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Presentation Notes
While GEFS-Aerosols uses the original GSDCHEM v0.9.0 code, other components are included as in GEFSv12 and their versions are different from those used in the EMC_FV3GFS-GSDCHEM app 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1id9gd-JnBAdO41ye6PgglIk6RY4XqBqhXqhfJ7Bdgqg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RQuAWrfSTdAk2DQREB44KjH-50F_s-ZatyFwjCmhsGU/edit


Anthropogenic Emission Comparison 
CEDS-2014 HTAP-2010

 There is obviously more coverage in CEDS, especially more shipping emission, and much higher values 
over eastern  Asia. The southern half of Africa looks similar between the two.

 ARL is working on an improved emissions system for GEFS-Aerosol and that be incorporating the latest 
CEDS 2017 now and hopefully 2019 in the near future.

SO2

BC

OC



MODIS+WFABBA

Biomass Burning (Fire) Emission Comparison 

Biases compared with ICAP (ICAP minus GEFS-Aerosols)

MODIS+WFABBA OC (ug/m2/s) 20190630

GBBEPx

The total AOD forecasts using GBBEPx fire emission and plume-rise show 
improvement compared to those using MODIS+WFABBA fire emission.

GBBPEx OC (ug/m2/s) 20190630



July-November 2019 Average of Day 1 AOD Prediction
NGACv2GEFS-Aerosols

MERRA-2 MODIS

GEFS-Aerosols is able to capture the major polluted areas with high AOD 
matching MERRA-2 and MODIS with smaller bias than NGACv2.



GEFS-Aerosols NGAC

MERRA2

GEOS-5

Biases of  Day 1 AOD Prediction 
7/5/19-11/30/19

 NGACv2 shows significant low biases, while GEFS-Aerosols prediction show less 
biases compared to MERRA2 and GEOS5.

 High biases are mainly over eastern Asia and southern Africa.



AERONET stations over S. America

GEFS-Aerosols shows 
significant 
improvements to 
reproduce the AOD 
peaks compared to 
NGACv2, which  
matches closely with the 
AERONET 
observation–
throughout biomass 
burning season.

GEFS-Aerosols
ICAP
NGACv2

AERONET******

Day 1 AOD Prediction versus AERONET 
Observation over Southern America

7/5/19-11/30/10



GEFS-Aerosols
ICAP
NGACv2

AERONET******

 GEFS-Aerosols is able 
to capture the total 
AOD temporal 
variation as that of 
AERONET, even better  
than ICAP at some  
sites.  

 NGACv2 indicates 
underprediction during  
the whole fire season 
over S. Africa.  

AERONET stations over S. Africa

Day 1 AOD Prediction versus AERONET Observation 
over Southern Africa  7/5/19-11/30/10



ATom
The Atmospheric Tomography Mission (ATom) studied the impact of human-produced air
pollution on greenhouse gases and on chemically reactive gases in the atmosphere. ATom
deploys an extensive gas and aerosol payload on the NASA DC-8 aircraft for systematic,
global-scale sampling of the atmosphere, profiling continuously from 0.2 to 12 km altitude.

ATom-1, two Flight Tracks

Atlantic side: 5 flightsPacific side: 5 flights

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ATom establishes a single, contiguous global-scale data set. This comprehensive data set will be used to improve the representation of chemically reactive gases and short-lived climate forcers in global models of atmospheric chemistry and climate. 



OC Column Sum
MODIS, C96

GBBEPx, C384 GBBEPx, C96

ATom-Observation



Dust Column Sum

C96C384

ATom-Observation
 Low biases over North Atlantic (downwind 

area of African dust region), and Pacific 
(downwind area of Asia)

 C384 result is quite comparable to C96, 
resolution impact is not significant 

 Wet removal may be stronger in C384 than 
that in C96, which results into slightly 
lower in C384 over some areas. 



ATom Flight Tracks over Atlantic
8/15/16 South Atlantic, Punta Arenas to Ascension Is.

8/17/16 Equatorial towards North Atlantic, Ascension Is. to Azores



ATom

GEFS-Aerosols

Comparisons of Aerosols between GEFS-Aerosols and 
ATom (C384) over Atlantic

OC
8/15/2016 and 8/17/2016

• The model shows good performance in reproducing the profiles of OC, EC and sulfate overall, 
and the location of fire plume was captured.

• The big discrepancies between model predictions and measurements are mainly related to the 
model underpredicted the magnitude of fire plume aerosols.

• Slight Overprediction at upper levels which may be associated with strong vertical velocity in 
FV3.

EC SULF



Comparisons of Aerosols between 
GEFS-Aerosols (C384) and ATom over Atlantic

8/15/2016 and 8/17/2016 Sea salt

NGACv2

Dust

 Dust plumes are reproduced by the GEFS-
Aerosols model but slightly overestimate 
the concentration at the upper level. 

 NGACv2 significantly overpredicts  the 
dust.

 Predicted sea salt is quite comparable to 
the  ATom observation.

ATom

GEFS-Aerosols



ATom-1 Flight Tracks over U.S.

8/23/16 United States, Minnesota to Southern California



Comparisons of Aerosols between 
GEFS-Aerosols (C384) and ATom over U.S.

8/23/2016
ATom

GEFS-Aerosols

OC EC SULF

 Overall, the model predictions are larger than the ATom observation through the flight tracks  
over U.S. 

 The anthropogenic emissions are overestimated over western U.S. in CEDS 2014, which 
would result into the overprediction of aerosol concentration near the surface. 



Summary
 The development of GEFS-Aerosols, a chemical component (based  on WRF-

Chem with GOCART aerosol module) coupled online with FV3GFS using NUOPC,  
and its implementation as an ensemble member in the GEFS has been finished,  
which will roll into operations (~25 km) as part of NOAA’s UFS later this year. 

 Major updates including: GBBEPx V3 emission with FRP and the biomass burning 
plume rise modules are from WRF-Chem; the FENGSHA dust scheme was 
implemented and developed by ARL; CEDS global anthropogenic emission; all 
sub-grid scale chemical tracer transport and deposition in the SAS scheme. 

 Compared to NGACv2, GEFS-Aerosols shows much lower  bias globally  and 
better performance to capture the fire plumes over S. America and  S. Africa  
during the fire season from July-November 2019 against AERONET AOD 
observation.

 The predicted aerosol concentrations are quite comparable to  the  ATom-1 
measurements along the flight  tracks globally, though high biases at upper levels 
and low biases over Atlantic associated with fire plume.  

 Dust scheme and its performance (Barry Baker, next talk); aerosol assimilation 
system is under development (Bo Huang), aerosol feedback is in progress (Shan  
Sun).



Thank you!



FV3GFS-GSDChem Coupled Structure

 FV3GFS exports chemical tracer mixing ratios and required meteorological fields to GSDChem. After the chemical calculation 
(including wet and dry deposition), GSDChem passes back all the updated chemical tracer mixing ratios to FV3GFS for 
advection.

 FV3GFS is in charge of reading in the initial conditions and output for meteorological fields and chemical tracers. GSDChem
reads the chemical input (e.g. emission data, chemical background fields), and have the option to output the chemical 
diagnostic variables. 

 To cycle the chemical tracers for real time forecast, FV3 reads in the tracer concentrations in the restart file generated in
previous cycle. This step would not require any additional regrid/remap if the model’s resolution does not change in the next 
forecast cycle.
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FV3GFS exports chemical tracer mixing ratios and required meteorological fields to GSDChem. After the chemical calculation (including wet and dry deposition),  GSDChem passes back all the updated chemical tracer mixing ratios to FV3GFS for advection.FV3GFS is in charge of reading in the initial conditions and output for meteorological fields and chemical tracers. GSDChem reads the chemical input (e.g. emission data, chemical background fields), and have the option to output the chemical diagnostic variables. To cycle the chemical tracers for real time forecast, FV3 reads in the tracer concentrations in the restart file generated in previous cycle. This step would not require any additional regrid/remap if the model’s resolution does not change in the next forecast cycle.



FV3GFS-GSDChem Real-time Forecast 
Workflow

Checking GDAS data at 
data mass store (HPSS)

checkgdas
Download GDAS data 
and GFS initial data

gfsgetic
Regrid GFS initial data 

into model grid

gfsfv3ic

Regrid GDAS data into 
gaussian low resolution 

regrid
Calculate Met. increment 
at gaussian low resolution 

calcinc

Model forecast, need to read the GFS 
initial data, restart file from previous day 
and Met. increment data (warm start run)

gfsfcst
Generate fire emission based 

on satellite observation

prepchem

Gaussian nemsio
output from previous 

day

UPP post processes 
nemsio output into grib2  

gfspost

Warm start run and need to cycle the chemical 
fields from the previous day 

Cold start (initial) run need both atmospheric and surface fields, 
while warm start (cycling) run only need the surface fields. 

The workflow of FV3GFS-GSDChem is based on the standard 
FV3 workflow package with some modifications in the CALCINC 
and UPP (NCEP-POST) source code. Also the XML file need to 
be added some new tasks. 
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FV3GFS-GSDChem Real-time Forecast Workflow includes follwoning steps. One thing need to be paid attention: the Cold start (initial) run need both atmospheric and surface fields, while warm start (cycling) run only need the surface fields. The workflow of FV3GFS-GSDChem is based on the standard FV3 workflow package with some modifications in the CALCINC and UPP (NCEP-POST) source code. Also the XML file need to be added some new tasks. 
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BC Column Sum
MODIS, C96

GBBEPx, C384 GBBEPx, C96

ATom-Observation
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